Scent of Mystery
Deep in Oman’s Dhofar region lies the ancient capital of
Arabia’s perfume trade route. We go on the frankincense
trail and trace back thousands of years of history...
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Hidden secrets: The frankincense trail is
chocked full of surprises - from the ruins of
Sumhuram (top right) to wild oryxes (bottom),
friendly Bedouins (left) and frankincense (right).

M

y eyes grew heavy
and my head swirled
as I tried to reconcile
my senses. My nose
tingled, tantalized
by a series of fragrances while my
brain tried to decipher their delicate
code. A zesty citrus perfume danced
around before being drowned out by
strong tones of musky sandalwood.
“Try this,” the shopkeeper said as
he thrust a jar of coffee beans under
my nose to freshen my palate. It
worked surprisingly well, but there
was still a smoky background note of
the mysterious fragrance. Like many
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of Salalah’s perfumeries, this shop
burned frankincense at the door - an
intoxicating trademark of the region.
Salalah, Oman’s second largest city,
was founded on frankincense – the
coveted incense gifted to newborn
Jesus by one of the three kings. And
I was to discover that Salalah and
the surrounding Dhofar region had
history of biblical proportions.
I’d been lured to the southern
Omani state by tales of centuriesold lost cities and the ancient
frankincense trail - now that I was
here, I was drawn deeper into its
mystery.

Trail of Lost Cities

My journey along Oman’s
frankincense trail began at the
desert town of Ubar, one of the
area’s treasures. Referred to by
Lawrence of Arabia as the Atlantis of
the Sands, Ubar is thought to have
been home to descendants of Noah
who depended on the fruits of the
frankincense trail for their livelihood.
However as the name suggests,
Ubar was lost to the desert sands for
centuries, appearing only in local
legend, until NASA satellites found
the site in the 1990s. The sands of
the desert may have hidden Ubar
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Desert jewel: The shimmering
gold of the Arabian Desert
represents the trove of hidden
treasure in Dhofar, this largely
unexplored region of Oman.

A peek into local Omani life: children dressed in colorful traditional clothing, on the streets of Salalah.

“Salalah earned its name as the ‘perfume capital of Arabia’ with
its unique weather system perfect for growing frankincense.”
from view, and hindered travel and
navigation, but they had the power to
create a thriving global trade.
On our 4x4, we headed off into
the desert and it wasn’t long before
we spotted a different kind of desert
transport. Winding single-file along
the tarmac, a small caravan of camels
moved with surefooted persistence.
I watched curiously as the camels
languidly moved through the scrubby
plains.
Sensing my interest in the selfled caravan of dromedaries, Mahad
enthused: “Camel is very delicious.
Except when they’re young. But if the
camel lives in a warm place, the meat
is very soft.”
Luckily for Dhofar’s tens of
thousands of camels, the greater
majority of which are owned by
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locals, this isn’t their real fate – they
are kept instead for farming, trade,
and racing, as a sign of wealth. But
beware when driving in and around
Salalah – camels are the number one
cause of accidents in the region.
The following day, we left our hotel
in search of the Queen of Sheban,
a legendary character who’s said to
have lived here. The Dhofar region is
steeped in legends and tales of people
featured in the bible. Meandering
through rugged plains and deserted
towns, we found the ruins of
Sumhuram – thought to be the
Queen’s summer palace. Dating back
to 3,000BC, Sumhuram was also the
ancient capital of the frankincense
trade, from where incense was
shipped to Egypt and beyond.

Arabia’s Perfume
Capital

Driving north to the foothills of the
Dhofar Mountains, we came across
the source of centuries of trade.
Frankincense groves aren’t the
most attractive from a distance: The
dwarf-like boswellia shrubs are cut
to the quick by hungry camels, but
when viewed up close they have a
fragile beauty, perhaps pointing to
its position as one of Arabia’s most
prized commodities.
The light, fly-away bark of the trees
seemed to hang off the branches
like a snake shedding its skin. When
ruffled by the warm breeze blowing
across the plain, it emitted a very
mild scent. Mahad explained that
frankincense came from the resin
of the trees, and at the height of its
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TRIP DETAILS
The Empty Quarter is vast and barren, making
it easy to get lost - it’s advisable to take a guided
tour. The following operators offer guided tours
in the desert:

popularity it could sell for more than
silk and gold.
Our guide embroidered historic
facts with intricate detail - the famed
frankincense trail, now a UNESCO
World Heritage site, is over 5,000
years old - making it one of the
world’s oldest trade routes.
Trade caravans routed their way
across one of the world’s largest
deserts to what is now Yemen,
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt, Israel,
and Palestine before shipping the
perfume to kings and wealthy buyers
across the ancient world.
Although frankincense can be
found in other regions, Salalah
earned its name as the ‘perfume
capital of Arabia’ with its unique
weather system perfect for growing
frankincense.

Richness in the Empty
Quarter

Leaving the grove behind, we
followed the route by road from the
shrub-covered mountain foothills
through stark plains towards
the desert. We drove and drove
across an un-changing landscape,
the nothingness surrounding me
matched only by the sheer expanse of
the grey, rock-strewn plain.
Every once in a while, heat haze
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created mirages on the horizon,
glistening like water on the road
before vanishing as quickly as they’d
appeared. Onwards we drove ricocheting across the territory as
tarmac road gave way to potholes,
bumpy ridges and more rough rocks
– the landscape becoming less and
less hospitable with every mile.
Just as I was starting to think we

“A blanket of deep
golden sand appeared
on the horizon we were suddenly
surrounded by the
Arabian Desert.”
would never reach the end, a blanket
of deep golden sand appeared on
the horizon - we were suddenly
surrounded by the Arabian Desert.
This part of the desert, running
from Oman through Yemen and
Saudi Arabia to Abu Dhabi, is known
as The Empty Quarter – a name, I
mused, that couldn’t be more apt.
Getting out of our 4x4 at The
Empty Quarter Camp was akin to
arriving in tropical climate after
leaving a northern winter. The
difference in temperature between

the mountain foothills and the desert
was startling – up eight degrees to
35°C on a January afternoon. Under
the blazing sunshine, I entered the
dustbowl of the desert, grains of hot
sand shifting beneath me.
The seemingly infinite desert
is spread out over 225,000 square
miles - slightly larger than the size of
France. The incredible expanse of its
shifting sands and dunes - some of
which rise over 3,000 feet high - was
mesmerizing.
In our 4x4 we raced across the
sea of sand, climbing up dunes and
slipping down the other side. Pausing
to take in the views, I was amazed
that even here in this parched
landscape we found life – an ant
clinging to tiny pentagonal violet
flowers. Then Mahad picked up a dull
looking pebble and cracked it with
a small rock. As it split in two, the
halves parted to reveal a sparkling,
quartz-filled geode.
Just as the scrubby frankincense
trees hid within them an intoxicating
scent, the desert’s barren landscape
was turning out to hold its own
riches - the frankincense trail
might be a thing of the past, but it
has clearly left us a trove of hidden
treasures to discover.

•
•
•
•

Bahwan Travel Agencies LLC Salalah
Sumharam Watersports and Diving centre
United Tours Salalah
Zahar Tours

ú When to Go

Oman is hot year round with
daytime temperatures ranging from
25°C in January to 50°C in June,
but the Dhofar region has a rainy
season known as the khareef that
runs from July through August.
This is a popular time of the year for
Arabian visitors seeking a cool break,
though the rains might not appeal
to foreign visitors. However, there
really isn’t a season to avoid visiting
Oman - weather is generally good all
year. Even during Ramadan, hotel
restaurants remain open.

! Getting There

Flying: Oman Air flies daily
from Muscat to Salalah and takes
approximately 90 minutes. Airfares
from Muscat start at US$189.
By car: Salalah is approximately 620
miles from Muscat by road and the
journey takes about 10 hours.
By bus: There are bus connections
about four times a day from Muscat
and the journey takes about 12 hours.
Bus fare starts from US$19, check
www.ontc.com for information and
schedule.

W Accommodation

Salalah has a number of
budget, mid-range and high-end
options. Accommodation here is
relatively affordable as compared to
other destinations in the Middle East.
Crowne Plaza Resort Salalah
is a five-star hotel in 45 acres of tropical
gardens on a long stretch of sandy beach
overlooking the Indian Ocean. It has 153
rooms, four restaurants and a number of
bars. Room rates start from US$155.
Salalah Marriott Resort is
located in Mirbat, approximately one
hour’s drive from Salalah on a white
sandy beach ideal for diving and
snorkelling. The five-star resort has an
extensive 2,000 square-metre swimming
pool, numerous restaurants and bars as
well as an Arabic cafe. Room rates start
from US$122.
Hamdan Plaza Hotel is a three
star hotel just five minutes from Salalah’s
airport. With a beachfront location
overlooking the Indian Ocean, it has
two restaurants offering local and
international cuisine as well as a gym,
swimming pool and free internet. Room
rates start from US$40.

Ö Cost of Travel

Oman is generally affordable,
with slightly lower prices than its
neighbors, Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
The currency is the Omani Rial
(OMR), with the exchange rate
currently at 1 OMR to US$2.5.
A standard restaurant meal costs
around 10 OMR (US$25) for two,
while a three-star hotel room costs
around 19.25 OMR (US$50) per
night.

V Packing

Men and women are expected
to dress conservatively in public
places. Try to wear long blouses with
sleeves and women should cover
their heads in religious places. Due
to the desert temperature, be sure to
bring layers - thin shirts for the day
and fleece and jacket for the night.
It’s best to bring sunglasses and
sunscreen for the blazing sun.

M Websites:

Visit these sites for more
information:
Oman Tourism
Destination Oman
Oman Travel
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